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1. Introduction 

As the number of hours people spend online continues to increase, so do the 

number of ways in which they use the Internet to locate, gather, and distribute 

informational resources (UCLA, 2003; Rainie & Shermak, 2005). According to a recent 

Pew Internet and American Life Project memo, approximately 60 million American 

adults use search engines on an average day, placing that activity just behind email as the 

main daily internet activity for users: while 77 percent of 94 million American adults 

perform email related tasks during an average day, 63 percent use search engines during a 

typical day (Rainie & Shermak, 2005).  

This demand for search engine use extends into the realm of multimedia search 

engines. Increasingly, photo-sharing websites have garnered significant traffic (13 

million users in November 2002), indicative of a growing demand for image browsing 

and retrieval services among Internet users (NUA, 2003). With the advent of large-scale 

image collections, systems are required to not only store but to represent an increasing 

volume of images in such a way that users can locate images and make accurate 

judgments about the relevance of images to their retrieval needs.  

One way in which this information is made available to users is within result sets, 

which are designed to support user browsing and recognition of relevant result listings. 

User interaction with a result set, where each result listing, or surrogate, in some way 

describes and/or represents the object to which it refers, is a constant in image retrieval. 

Due to the growing trend in image retrieval and large-scale image collections, users
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interact with image search result sets of increasing size with growing frequency (NUA, 

2003).  For example, a search via Google�s image search engine retrieved 222,000 

images for the search term, �gorilla�.  

Given the volume of results and possible inadequacy of surrogates 

(representations of objects) for relevance judgments, search abandonment or 

dissatisfaction with search results are risks within current search environments. To 

mitigate these risks, some means to enable quick and accurate browsing of result sets is 

needed.  

Previous studies, such as Diadosz et al. (2002), Woodruff et al. (2001) and 

Hughes et al. (2003) indicate that the type of surrogates present in result listings affect 

document discrimination and user satisfaction within web-document search systems. As 

images are more complex to represent than textual objects, representing image objects 

both concisely and accurately entails difficult decisions as to which aspects of an image 

should be represented and how. In particular, image retrieval in the context of search 

tasks that target images with specific conceptual and literal content (subjects of, objects 

in, themes and topics within) raises issues as to how images should be described and 

indexed within a system, including how images should be represented in the context of 

result sets, how to increase discrimination between (and accurate relevancy decisions 

about) search results, and how to support satisfactory levels of performance.  

Studying and determining possible improvements to the results-browsing stage of 

the retrieval process offers an opportunity to both improve user experience and enable 

higher service thresholds for image retrieval engines.  This study addresses the problem 

of optimizing user speed in and satisfaction with locating relevant targets through the 
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medium of result sets, where surrogates of possibly relevant items are presented to users. 

Examining user interactions with different types of surrogates in the context of result sets 

related to search tasks that yield images with specific conceptual and literal content and a 

familiar World Wide Web-style interface, this study seeks to determine the best way in 

which to list search result descriptions, or surrogates: both text and image-preview 

components, only text components, or only image-preview components. 

2. Background 

A driving force governing the usefulness of any collection of information is how 

easy it is to find what one wants within that collection, whether it is a target object, or an 

object that possesses target attributes that make it desirable to the searcher.  Optimizing 

this search process relies heavily on how information about items in the collection is 

organized or modeled, the existence of a systematic means to search a collection for 

objects matching specific criteria, and a means to provide access to items in the 

collection. Taken in conjunction, these elements make up an information retrieval system. 

Whether a search is conducted in a physical or digital environment, the goals of an 

information retrieval system are: 1) to organize and present information that meets 

preliminary search criteria in such a way that users can both find and recognize 

information they seek, and 2) to minimize the amount of resources used to complete the 

retrieval and recognition process.   

 The information retrieval process involves an iterative cycle of user action and 

system response. While system response is bounded by consistent technical limitations, 

such as bandwidth, screen space, or the number of users that can be supported at one 

time, user action is limited only by the ability to make decisions based on information the 
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system provides.  The type, extent, and presentation of information to users that allows 

them to make these decisions depends on how information about collection items is 

modeled within that system; specifically, for an image collection, which information 

about a particular image would be collected, which information would be available for 

the system to use as search criteria, and how image surrogates would be presented to the 

users so that they are able to determine whether the image is relevant to a particular 

search. Determining the best way to model information about images in order to optimize 

the retrieval process is a topic of much discussion and research, and holds broad 

implications for both semantic retrieval and user interface design. 

2.1 Indexing images 

Modeling data about images relies on the information one can extract from 

images by available indexing methods, and the ways in which it is possible to store this 

extracted information. The type and extent of information collected during indexing 

determines the overall flexibility and usefulness of a search system, since it limits both 

the search access points and the information available to represent an object.  

2.1.1 Indexing methodologies 

Two dominant approaches to gathering information about images are concept-

based and content-based indexing. Concept-based indexing ranges �from the purely 

descriptive (�Winston Churchill,� �a duck on a pond�) to the abstract or subjective 

(�poverty,� �despair�),� while content-based indexing focuses more on modeling of an 

object (an image), isolating features (i.e., color or texture) and, within those features, 

representations (i.e., for color: histogram and moments; for texture: tamura and wavelet). 
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Concept-based indexing collects semantic information about images, such as subject, 

objects, theme and topic. This method of indexing is an extension of successful methods 

of text retrieval. In practice, concept-based indexing implements controlled vocabularies 

and natural language descriptions (often containing contextual information from text 

surrounding an image or hypermedia links). Terms may be assigned manually to images, 

although natural language descriptions such as captions are often used to implement 

automatic interpretation of digital images. One particular concept-based approach is to 

associate the image with as many keywords as possible. This �keyblock� approach, 

represents an image�s semantic content with a grouping of keywords (Zhu et al., 2002).  

Content-based indexing extracts (usually automatically) pixel-level data, such as 

color, shape, texture, spatial similarity, and text within an image. Through content-based 

indexing, the image is analyzed and compared to other images according to similarities in 

low-level image feature representations (i.e., histogram) (Rasmussen & Chen, 1999; Rui 

et al., 1999). Content-based indexing is valuable for certain types of retrieval, such as 

fabric matching, face retrieval and fingerprints, and is powerful for queries focusing on 

texture, color, and overall image similarity, but it may lead to a visually similar but 

conceptually disjoint match. In applied, narrow domains, information gathered by this 

indexing method is extremely useful, but for general use in semantic querying, the fields 

it captures may not be quite as useful in meeting user needs, especially when relevant 

patterns cannot be reliably predicted. 

2.1.2 Difficulties in semantic indexing of images  

Effectively indexing semantic content in images is a challenging prospect, partly 

due to the complex nature of images and partly due to the means we have available to 
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represent semantic content. While both content and concept-based indexing offer some 

functionality for semantic searches, they are limited�content-based indexing to narrow 

applications, and concept-based indexing by the subjective nature of interpretation.  

For specific applications, such as fingerprint and face recognition, images can be 

fully characterized by content-based indexing methodology, but effective approaches for 

fully characterizing, querying and browsing images in general remains elusive (Zhu et al., 

2002). Concept-based indexing offers greater semantic functionality for general image 

searches. It allows a higher level of analysis than content-based indexing, since it 

includes information about the context and provenance of an image as well as varied 

interpretations of the picture that are useful in multiple domains and for heterogeneous 

uses. However, the indexer�s notion of what the picture represents may not always match 

the user�s perception. This is partly due to the interpretive process required when 

associating an image with a keyword and the subjective relevance judgments made in the 

course of that interpretation.  

Unfortunately, while text document keywords are, fundamentally, units of a text 

document that have intrinsic semantic content related to the document, image units 

(pixels) do not share this semantic extensibility, and, even taken as segments, offer only 

object descriptions of questionable reliability that poorly emulate keyword functionality 

(Zhu et al., 2002). In and of themselves, pixels may not provide access point for queries, 

and, �in general, it is impossible to predict the particular pattern that would match an 

information need� even when querying by image similarity, since feature similarity (such 

as color) does not necessitate content similarity (Rasmussen & Chen, 1999, 292-3).  

Essentially, this puts the burden of gathering semantic information for general image 
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searches on concept-based methods rather than content-based methods. This difference in 

the usefulness of components of text and image objects also means that semantic 

information about images is most frequently collected and stored in text format. 

Due to the complex nature of images, many researchers question whether visual 

content and �meanings� of images can be accurately translated into text for indexing and 

surrogacy purposes and, if so, how? Jorgensen investigated this problem and found that, 

while assigned access points may be technically correct, they �do not capture the wide 

variety of information which may be associated with an image� and thus may not be 

useful to the searcher (Jorgensen, 1998, 163). Assigning more or different access points 

may remedy this problem. However, additional issues surround the assignment of values 

to these access points. Interpretation of images, first and foremost, is difficult to 

standardize or assign a single value for, since, 

Even where human indexing of the image is undertaken, it is difficult to reach 
agreement on the content and meaning of the image or on what aspects are 
appropriate for indexing. The same image may mean different things to different 
people and may be used to project different meaning at different times depending 
on the way it is used or the aspect that is the focus of attention or the context it is 
chosen to illustrate. (Rasmussen & Chen,1999, 293) 

 
While indexers often rely on cognitive heritage and social conventions to offset 

interpretive differences and to provide a shared lexicon and shared natural and synthetic 

ontologies for expressing important information about images, this presumes that users 

share this cognitive similarity, an assumption that may not be realistic in an increasingly 

global environment (Heidorn, 1999). Even assuming a shared cognitive heritage and 

social conventions, once an interpretation is chosen, difficulties still remain in the choice 

of vocabularies to use when codifying these interpretations.  The fact that, �The untrained 

person's vocabulary does not necessarily match that of a descriptive system,� and 
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interindexing difficulties occur both on the ideological and the terminological level 

among professionals, problems can arise in matching query criteria with access point 

values on a consistent basis (Jorgensen, 1998, 163). Use of a fuzzy retrieval system, as in 

Wu and Narasimhalu�s study, where a query provides a subjective conceptual description 

of an object to retrieve, allows for differing vocabularies of image interpretation in the 

query modality and can offset the choice of vocabulary, but it is not a foolproof solution 

(Wu & Narasimahlu, 1998). 

In addition to issues surrounding choice of vocabularies and differing 

interpretations of semantic content, some question whether visual information can be 

conveyed through language, since, for instance, many colors exist, but only some are 

named�communicating about these unlabeled colors without using visual cues is 

difficult if not impossible (Heidorn, 1999). Due to this lack of translatability, �there are 

those who feel that text-based systems are inappropriate for retrieval of visual materials� 

(Jorgensen, 1998, 163). Both Heidorn and Jorgensen are in agreement that, while many 

aspects of images �may be easily described linguistically� other aspects might best be 

described or communicated by example of image� (Heidorn, 1999, 312). The perceived 

�inadequacy of language as a recording medium for describing a work of art� and the 

�hypothesized disjunction in cognitive modalities which arises from searching for visual 

media through text� have led to proposed solutions ranging from pairing images and text 

to discarding text elements and implementing image-to-image methods (Jorgensen, 1998, 

163).  

Despite the difficulties inherent in semantic indexing of images, both concept-

based and content-based indexing can extract enough information (however subjective) to 
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permit general semantic searching and representations of images. While this information 

can be extracted, the question remains as to what information should be extracted to 

support particular types of semantic searches and to provide the best possible access to 

and recognition of images. 

2.2 Access Points to Collect and Display 

At its core, data modeling is a process that requires making decisions about which 

information is collected about data objects�in this case, images. These determinations 

result in descriptions of images in terms of access points. An example of an access point 

is �creator�, where for each image in a collection a value is assigned to author, such as 

�Picasso�. Creation of access points enables search by that access point (finding all 

images where the creator is �Picasso�) and allows the possibility of displaying that 

information to users at the result set browsing stage of the search process.  

As of yet, there is �no general agreement on what attributes of an image should be 

indexed� (Rasmussen & Chen,1999,  295). When information needs are predictable, what 

the user requires from a search system in order to achieve �intellectual access�1 is often 

predictable as well, and that consistency of requirements can be used to optimize 

particular aspects of the search cycle. However, when information needs levied on an 

information system are unpredictable or complex and subjective in nature, as in the case 

of semantic searches, determining what users require from a retrieval system in order to 

complete their search scenarios is a difficult proposition. In this case, �the subject 

orientation of users and the information need that will lead them to pose queries to the 

                                                
1 Hastings defines �intellectual access� as �the image searcher�s ability to find and use (retrieve) the image 
that meets a stated need� (Hastings, 1999, 442). 
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collection cannot be anticipated, and hence the dimensions along which the collection 

should be indexed cannot be predicted� (Rasmussen & Chen, 1999, 295; Shatford, 1986). 

To highlight the difficulties inherent in choosing access points for semantic 

indexing, consider a well-known search scenario: the Arthurian quest for the Holy Grail. 

In this search scenario, multiple agents sought a single target, a target none of them had 

seen before. Each seeker had a broad idea of the characteristics the object possessed 

(shape that can be held within hands and contain liquid), but not the particulars 

(substance it is made of, adornment). In fact, many of the characteristics they sought in 

their target were not physical characteristics at all, but referenced context and non-

tangible qualities (e.g., provenance, metaphysical properties of healing). While each 

seeker possessed a hazy preconception of what the Grail might or should look like, their 

search was governed by the precept that recognition of the Grail was as important as the 

accomplishment of finding it.   

For the seekers of the Holy Grail, as well as more modern searchers, this Eureka! 

moment of recognition depends on the existence of meaningful information about the 

object being considered for possible acceptance, and the communication of this 

information to the seeker.  An information system, in order to aid this type of search, 

must consider what qualities or characteristics are necessary to convey in order to 

establish that the target (Holy Grail) is found, and how less readily apparent or 

communicable qualities can be relayed to the seeker. For instance, in the area of image 

retrieval, what information needs to be stored about an image in order for a user to be 

able to search for it and recognize it on the basis that it contains a �happy family�?  
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Examining precedents in art history, media (newspapers), search modeling, and 

result set discrimination offers some insight into access points that are useful for 

information modeling. The problem of how to best index images for specific domains and 

for the general domain is not a new development. Art historians have debated and 

suggested numerous approaches and levels of detail. 

Currently, most image indexers build on the work of Panofsky (1939) who 

identified three levels of semantic significance in works of art. The first level, which he 

calls �pre-iconographic� designates subject matter as nonsymbolic, factual (�ofness�), or 

expressional (�aboutness�), including generic actions, entities and entity attributes in an 

image, interesting objects and events as through everyday experience. For instance, an 

image interpreted at this level may contain a stone bridge over a river (where �stone� is 

attribute, �bridge� is an entity and �river� is an entity). The second, �iconographic� level 

identifies particular instances of entities or actions, for example, �Golden Gate Bridge� 

and usually requires some cultural knowledge of concepts or themes (not �a sailor� but 

�Ulysses�). The third, �iconologic� level includes the symbolic meaning of an image. For 

instance, terms such as �peaceful� or symbology may be attributed to it (i.e., this image 

represents �simpler times�) by interpreting the image through the filter of world or 

cultural knowledge and an understanding of the history or background of a work 

(Pankofsky, 1939; Pankofsky 1955; Rasmussen & Chen, 1999; Heidorn, 1999). 

Shatford (1986) expands on Panofsky�s work, using his framework to explore 

possible subjects of images, and proposing additional facets, such as �Generic Of,� 

�Specific Of,� and �About,� and subdividing them into facets to answer the questions 

Who? What? When? and Where?  (Shatford, 1986; Rasmussen & Chen, 1999, 293). 
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Layne (1994) suggests the inclusion of contextual and interpretive attributes to provide 

access points to images.  He �proposes four categories (1) �biographical� attributes that 

deal with the images� origin and provenance; (2) subject attributes (the �most problematic 

and least objective�[p.584]); (3) exemplified attributes that seem to be physical 

characteristics such as medium, and (4) relationship attributes (relationship to other 

images or texts)� (Rasmussen & Chen, 1999, 295; Layne, 1994, 584). 

In the movement from specific applications of image retrieval in the art history 

domain, which offer insights into the depth of possible descriptions and levels of 

specificity, to more global applications, considering studies of newspapers may offer 

direction for the development of general-purpose image retrieval systems, as a way to 

anticipate changes in use and purpose in an image retrieval system over time. Markkula 

and Sormunen�s field study concentrating on journalist users of a digital newspaper photo 

archive considered a faceted classification of image attributes developed by Shatford 

along the axes of �Objects (Who), Activities and Events (What), Place (Where), and 

Time and Space (When)�. These facets could then be used to �represent both concrete 

and objective entities (ofness, e.g. objects, places, actions) and abstract and subjective 

entities (aboutness, e.g. feelings, concepts manifested or symbolised by objects)� as well 

as the simultaneous specific meaning (i.e., this house) and generic meaning (i.e., a house) 

of  an image (Markkula & Sormunen, 2000, 261). These elements were present in image 

captions and image-accompanying text in this archive, allowing application of natural 

language processing techniques (Markkula & Sormunen, 2000). Results of caption 

analysis showed that those produced by photo agencies are suitable for some common 

needs and described specific objects, events and the news context of photos. However, 
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accessing images with generic object types, themes, and restrictive structures was 

difficult via caption and accompanying text, and often required additional indexing 

(Markkula & Sormunen, 2000). Chen�s  (2001) study of a keyword-based retrieval 

system found that the level of success for search results increased with increases in the 

percentage of search keywords or phrases drawn from the topic title or topic description 

(Chen, 2001). This finding supports Markkula and Sormunen�s determination of the 

importance of elements within captions and accompanying text.  

Jorgensen diverges slightly from this framework, recommending the collection of 

color data and contextual (story) data as well. Her research (1998) examining 

descriptions of color images written by participants led to the suggestion of a minimal 

framework of four perceptual classes: objects, people, color and location, and identified 

content/story attributes as important for image description. Both a previous study 

(Jorgensen, 1995) and this study noted a need to include interpretive as well as perceptual 

attributes (Rasmussen & Chen, 1999). In her effort to classify attributes needed to 

address all facets of interest to those using pictorial images, Jorgensen (1998) extracted 

47 image attributes, grouped conceptually into 12 higher levels of attributes, from 

participants� statements about image sets. This is a fair indication of how complex the 

translation from image to attribute sets could be in a given system, and provides a 

challenging contrast to traditional assumptions about image indexing systems and what 

constitutes an accurate representation of an image object.   

Studies investigating how users choose to query image collections are also a 

valuable source for guidance about access points. Garber and Grunes found that 

descriptive terms, objects in, objects not in, and general characteristics of images were 
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common search specifications (Garber & Grunes, 1992). Where searches implement 

query-by-visual example rather than linguistic matching, maintaining access points that 

express visual information, such as histograms in addition to Jorgensen�s suggestion of 

color would be valuable (Enser, 1995).  

Enser and McGregor�s (1993) Hulton Study provides additional insight into level 

of specificity about objects within images and contextual information. They mapped 

requests into four categories along two dimensions: unique (�Kenilworth Castle�) or non-

unique (�dinosaurs�) and refined (e.g., specified by activity, time period, and so on) or 

nonrefined. An example of a query in the unique refined category is �Edward VIII 

looking stupid� and in the non-unique refined category is �couples dancing the 

Charleston� (Rasmussen & Chen, 1999, 294; Enser & McGregor, 1993) 

In addition to investigating queries made by art historians, Hastings (1995) also 

reviewed access points used in a Caribbean art collection. She established four levels of 

query complexity and showed a direct correlation between type of query and access 

points.  Access points for different types of queries included: (for Least Complex 

searches) text fields and image in general, (for Complex searches) sorted text information 

and images, (for More Complex searches) style, keywords and complex images, and (for 

Most Complex searches) the addition of subject as well as style. Queries relying on these 

access points targeted similar access points to those described by Panofsky and Shatford, 

with the addition of �What are?�, �Why?�, style, and �How?�. 

Hastings� four levels of query complexity differed in the information targeted via 

access points: Least Complex queried �Who�, �Where�, �When�; Complex addressed 

�What are?�; More Complex searched on style, subject, �How?�, and the identifier for 
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objects or activities; and Most Complex looked for meaning, subject, and �Why?�. 

Elevations in search complexity led to changes in both access points used and computer 

manipulations employed by the user. Hastings (1999) found that Web searches fell into 

two categories: a combination of Least Complex and Complex, as nearly 60 percent of 

collected queries asked for artist, place, or activities, and Most Complex, as the 

remaining 40 percent targeted the subject of the image (Hastings, 1999). This finding 

supports Markkula and Sormunen�s addition of �Activities� to Panofsky�s and Shatford�s 

framework, and the inclusion of �Where?� and Layne�s (1994) suggestion to include 

�biographical� information about images. 

In order to support the diversity of searches people conduct on image retrieval 

systems, many access points are needed to describe images in such a way that users can 

reach target images, even when their search needs are unpredictable. Access points 

collected should include the results of both concept-based and content-based indexing  to 

provide the most accurate representation of semantic and useful data about images. 

2.3 Surrogates 

Once information is gathered about images, and a means is enabled to search 

image collections, one more determination is necessary to enable system performance: a 

decision about which information is displayed to users to enable relevance judgments, 

and how that information is displayed. The goal of using surrogates is to represent images 

as well as or better than the representation achieved by viewing the image itself. This is a 

complicated prospect, since a wide variety of information about images is stored in text 

form, and the effectiveness of text as a representation for the complexity of images is 

questionable (Jorgensen, 1998). Representing as complex an object as an image even by 
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multiple access points that combine visual features with textually represented data may 

not describe the �aboutness� of images as well as seeing the original image would, and so 

would not allow the user to discriminate between surrogates of images with the same 

accuracy as if the user were viewing the images those surrogates represent  (Chang et al., 

1997; Hirata et al., 2000).  At the same time, simply seeing an image may not impart 

information about its provenance or context necessary for resolving some information 

needs, leading to questions of what information needs should be supported, and what 

information (including context) should be included in search results in order to assist 

relevance judgments for particular information needs.  Moreover, how do we encapsulate 

information about images as concisely as possible, isolating the essentials necessary for 

users to make relevance judgments, thus conserving storage, bandwidth, screenspace, and 

processing resources and enabling more efficient result set processing by users? 

Surrogates generally contain either text alone, image preview or thumbnail alone, 

or a combination of text and thumbnail. How these components are arranged within a 

surrogate depends on the individual system. Access points reflected in text or thumbnail 

content vary according to the information collected about the image and information the 

data modeler decides the user should see in order to make an accurate relevance 

judgment. Often, a combination of access points can offer more semantic information 

than the image alone�for instance, information about the author or resolution is not 

evident when viewing the original image without associated text.  

The key aspect of a surrogate is recognition, which relies on matching descriptive 

components with a defined target criterion or criteria (Aslandlogan et al., 2000).  This 

recognition depends on the presence of information within the surrogate that the user 
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needs in order to make a judgment about the relevance of the image in the context of their 

search. Whether a surrogate is the image itself, textual descriptions of the image or 

associated information, an altered image such as a thumbnail, or a combination of textual 

and visual access points, the access points that indicate relevance to a user must be 

present in the surrogate for recognition to occur. On an access point level, values that 

determine relevance must be reflected to users. However, the choice as to which access 

points are reflected varies across systems and with projected use of systems and the 

images it references. Examples of common access points within image surrogates are: 

author, title, thumbnail, resolution, caption, and hierarchical category information. In 

particular, Dumais and her colleagues found that including context in the form of 

hierarchical category classifications aided performance (speed) as well as satisfaction 

(Dumais et al., 2000).   

The reasons users search for images and how they intend to use these images have 

implications for the access points presented and emphasized in surrogates, how that 

information is represented within surrogates, and the organization of those surrogates in a 

result set in such a way as to aid discrimination and processing time on the part of a user 

(Efthiamiadis & Fidel, 2000). For instance, Efthiamiadis and Fidel investigated the effect 

of query type on searching behavior in image databases, using a spectrum developed by 

Fidel, beginning with the Data Pole (retrieval based on inclusion of information, targeted 

by queries such as, �Find a castle in Ohio. What is the color of its window frames?�) and 

terminating at the Objects Pole (retrieval based on the image�s own merit, targeted by 

queries such as, �Find a picture for the homepage of the homeowner�s association of 

Seattle.�).  The study found that searchers tended to use subjective or abstract criteria and 
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judgments more frequently for Object Pole queries. Only 18 percent of participants felt 

that selected images for Data Pole queries required interpretation to locate the answer 

while 67 percent felt that interpretation was required for the Object Pole (Efthimiadis & 

Fidel, 2000, 328-9). 

The type of query also affects whether relevant criteria can be predicted. Fidel�s 

earlier study (1997) noted a difference between Data Pole and Object Pole relevance 

criteria, in that for the Data Pole queries, relevance criteria can often be determined in 

advance, while for Object Pole queries browsing the entire answer set is necessary to 

determine the �best� match (Fidel, 1997).  

Additionally, the type of search task affects preferences for the presentation of 

relevant information, whether in visual or linguistic form, or a combination of both. For 

instance, in Markkula and Sormunen�s study, elements of ofness, aboutness and specific 

and generic meaning were present (to varying degrees) in image captions and image-

accompanying text, so their role in presenting semantic information in search results was 

evident (Markkula & Sormunen, 2000). Markkula and Sormunen�s results also indicate 

that �some criteria used in selecting photos seemed to be difficult to express by words but 

were easily applied when the photo was seen,� which may have implications for the 

pairing of image previews with textual listings (Markkula & Sormunen, 2000, 281). The 

study displayed query results as thumbnail images that linked to enlarged versions with 

captions included in the bottom left corner, but did not address the pairing of image 

previews and captions on the primary search result page (Markkula & Sormunen, 2000).  

Hastings (1995) also found that in some retrieval situations, searchers use a 

combination of both visual and linguistic features. In her study of the Collection of 
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Caribbean Art, Hastings found that simpler queries (such as who, what, where) could be 

answered with only text elements, while some more complex queries (such as meaning, 

subject, why) could not be answered with primary textual information or image alone, but 

needed secondary subject resources (Hastings, 1999; Rasmussen & Chen,1999).  In this 

system, �the problem of �relativity� or queries of �why� is largely unsolved� (Hastings, 

1999, 449). However, when experimenting with surrogates that included visual 

information, the study found that almost 60 percent of the queries collected were 

answered with the use of the thumbnail images (Hastings, 1999).  

Comparisons between text, image thumbnail, and combination surrogates found 

that the type of descriptors present in surrogates affects relevance discrimination, 

performance, and user satisfaction (Dziadosz et al., 2002; Woodruff et al., 2001; Hughes 

et al., 2003). Dziadosz discovered that when given web-document search results in three 

formats (text only, thumbnails only, and text + thumbnails) that the combination case 

yielded more accurate decisions about the potential relevance of results (a page) than 

text-only or thumbnail-only. However, this was an examination of web documents rather 

than images (Dziadosz et al., 2002).  

A similar study by Woodruff et al. compared task performance (searching 

webpages for information) when using textually enhanced thumbnails (of the webpage), 

image thumbnails (of the webpage), and text summaries. They found that, while text 

outperformed plain thumbnails and vice versa for some questions, the enhanced 

thumbnail combined the advantages of image thumbnails and text summaries to provide 

consistently best (or indistinguishable from the best) performance across tasks. Finding 

the answer took an average of 67, 86, and 95 seconds to find the answer with enhanced 
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thumbnails, plain thumbnails, and text summaries, respectively, with a strong effect of 

question category (Woodruff et al., 2001). Text summaries performed better when textual 

information in the page was required (since text was difficult to read in thumbnails), but 

plain thumbnails provided support for layout, objects within the page, genre and style of 

the page (especially if the user has seen the page or a similar page before) (Woodruff et 

al., 2001).  Several participants perceived the enhanced thumbnails as more intuitive and 

requiring less work than the alternatives. Sixteen of 18 participants used genre cues 

present in thumbnails and 14 used callouts, search term relationships, search term 

location, and term frequency when using enhanced thumbnails. Nine rated the enhanced 

thumbnails as their favorite summary type overall, while most others preferred the 

enhanced thumbnails for certain types of tasks (Woodruff et al., 2001). Woodruff et al. 

mentioned that the human visual system processes images more quickly than text as a 

possible contributing factor to thumbnail performance for certain types of questions 

(Woodruff et al., 2001).2 

Hughes et al. agreed that multimedia retrieval is dependent on metadata that 

�stands for� the full object, providing context and clarity during the retrieval process that 

enable accurate relevance judgments. Their study used representations of video objects, 

and employed eye-tracking methods to explore interactions, including the length of time 

participants spent looking at text or pictures. Hughes et al. found that participants looked 

at textual representations 22 seconds longer per search, on average, than pictorial 

surrogates. Participants began scanning the middle section of the page and focused on 

elements in that position first. Time spent looking at text varied with search task, and 
                                                
2 Possible extensions of this textually enhanced visual surrogate include video indexing, since captioning 
on videos can also supply index terms and aid searches (Hastings, 1999, 440). 
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results indicated that most users seemed to use the text as an �anchor from which to make 

judgments about the search results� (Hughes et al., 2003,6). Scan path analyses and 

interview responses indicated that participants felt most comfortable performing video 

retrieval tasks using textual metadata surrogates (Hughes et al., 2003). 

 The type of surrogate users are more comfortable with, feel suits their searching 

needs, and offers the best performance may vary depending on the searching task users 

perform. While the �best� surrogate may change, any surrogate can be aided by 

functionality within result sets that supports relevance discrimination activities. Since 

user interaction with surrogates takes place primarily within result sets, the effectiveness 

of surrogates is influenced by the result set environment, much as any picture�s overall 

appearance is affected by its frame and matting. Manipulating the result set environment 

to improve presentation of surrogates and accomplish preliminary sorting offers an 

opportunity to further optimize the relevance judgment process.     

2.4 Result Sets 

Structuring result sets to provide useful information in addition to or about 

surrogates is an additional element contributing to optimization of the relevance 

judgment process. Jorgensen (1995) identified three tasks or modes involved in modeling 

image retrieval: describing, searching, and sorting. The result set�s function is to support 

this sorting, or scanning task associated with image browsing. Marchionini (1995) 

defines this sorting activity as �a perceptual recognition activity that compares sets of 

well-defined objects with an object that is clearly represented in the information seeker�s 

mind� (Marchionini, 1995, 111). This activity also extends to comparing objects within a 

result set, finding out more information about those objects in order to determine whether 
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an image may be relevant, and making a decision as to what objects are relevant or 

possibly relevant (Hastings, 1999; Hastings 1995).  

Users view result sets with �a mental model� or a collection of ideas (�image 

concept�) about the target image (Garber & Grunes, 1992, 159; Heidorn, 1999, 308). This 

image concept guides the sorting task of image retrieval, which Marchionini (1995) 

characterizes as an interacting task (Garber & Grunes, 1992; Jorgensen, 1995; Chen, 702; 

Marchionini, 1995, 110). 

Result sets support sorting actions by enabling interactive functionality for both 

browsing and manipulation of surrogates. At this sorting stage, browsing is essential to 

enable discrimination between surrogates and in order to further refine the image concept 

(Markkula & Sormunen, 2000; Garber & Grunes,1992). During browsing, users search, 

select, sort, display, enlarge, compare, mark, view resolution and style, and may even 

perform additional refining searches or access secondary subject resources (Hastings, 

1995; Hastings, 1999). Frost et al. found that image retrieval is uniquely suited to result 

set browsing due to an image�s identity as a whole rather than a sum of its perceived 

components (Frost et al., 2000). Their focus group emphasized the importance of image 

quality (high resolution) as a discrimination factor within result sets. Two-thirds of their 

participants judged the thumbnail resolutions as acceptable, which indicates that 

thumbnails can be considered a viable surrogate or surrogate component (Frost et al., 

2000). 

Depending on system functionality, result sets also provide ways of setting aside 

and organizing images of interest. They can also supply both exact and close matches to 

facilitate broadening of the image concept (Garber & Grunes, 1992). Result sets also aid 
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relevance judgments by providing contextual information in the form of hierarchical 

categories for individual surrogates, narrow result pools, and pools that may encompass 

both approximate and exact matches (Dumais et al., 2000; Chang et al., 1997; Yee et al., 

2003). Yee et al. particularly emphasized the usefulness of faceted metadata, or 

categories, in narrowing the search set, organizing results, and expanding the image 

concept by browsing by additional category (Yee et al., 2003). Their study found that 

providing a faceted-category functionality within result sets garnered more positive 

ratings than use of thumbnails. While thumbnails were preferred for use in simple single-

facet tasks (finding images of roses) by 50 percent of participants, the faceted category 

interface was preferred for every other type of search (Yee et al., 2003).  

An additional, related way in which result sets assist relevance judgments is by 

organizing surrogates by similarity. Grouping items in a result set by similarity to other 

items in the result set as well as by commonality of or �closeness� to a criterion or a 

category assists discrimination on the basis of specificity. Rodden et al.�s study on image 

browsing and organization of thumbnails by similarity to each other found that grouping 

by similarity seemed useful to graphic designers searching for images to accompany text, 

especially when they wished to narrow their target pool to a subset containing a more 

specific commonality. The addition of broad captions to label these subsets 

(superimposed on groupings of thumbnails) also aided in discriminating between subsets. 

However, the usefulness of the captions depended on the level of detail available and, 

likely, how well the task�s target overlapped with the level of detail in the caption. 

Rodden et al. stated that, �Labels may be necessary to help the user understand� the 
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structure of result sets, and what lines of commonality determine arrangement (Rodden et 

al., 2001,197). 

 Other aspects of presentation that can help or hinder user interactions with result 

sets include pagination and the number of listings per page. Systems that require 

thumbnail browsing over several pages �are not suitable for large visual information 

retrieval systems� (Chang et al., 1997, 67). In the case of AMORE, Mukherjea et al. 

found that most people only looked at the first page of results. For this system, 

presentation of nine thumbnails at a time established a useful ratio of presentation 

(surrogate to result page) given their success (Mukherjea et al., 1999, 118, 131). 

Woodruff et al. concurred with Chang et al., stating that reading lists of search results is 

tiring and that the average user will not read more than a few pages of listings (Woodruff 

et al., 2001, 198). Heuristics agree with these statements, as long lists of results displayed 

as very long pages are noted as a blooper by Johnson (2000). 

 Choices made about how to model image data both on the result set level and on 

the surrogate level offer an opportunity to optimize the semantic search process and 

supply improved services to users. This study contributes to current literature by 

investigating the effect of surrogate type on the sorting stage of the image retrieval 

process.  

3. Research Questions  

The goal of this study is to advance the design of image retrieval systems through 

the development of recommendations for ways in which to display search results for 

image objects in order to contribute to user satisfaction in searching and browsing image 

collections, speed and accuracy of processing, and perceived ease of use and usefulness. 
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Through ascertaining which metadata elements and surrogate types are preferred for 

particular types of search scenarios within a hierarchical system, this study will augment 

existing studies, metadata indexing schemas, and user interface prototypes, within both 

academic and commercial applications and domains.  Specifically, the research question 

to be investigated is: What is the best way to convey information about image objects in 

result sets: by using surrogates composed of a) only text components, b) only image 

preview components, or c) both text and image-preview components? 

4. Study Methods 

4.1 Participants 

Twenty-eight participants were recruited for this study from among students, 

faculty and staff at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and from people in the 

community via email and flyers. This recruitment included people identified as having an 

interest in image collections. Participation was voluntary and not associated with any 

class benefit or requirement. Care was taken to include both genders as well as people 

with a broad range of ages (over 18). Participants included people who are familiar with 

both taking and viewing pictures. Children, blind or legally blind people and computer-

naïve people were excluded from the participant pool.  Participants were paid $5 for their 

participation, and entered into a drawing for a $20 Amazon gift certificate. Any personal 

information gathered for payment purposes was destroyed after the incentive was given 

to the participant. 
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4.2 Research Design 

The focus of this study is on the influence of surrogate type on people�s browsing 

of search results. A within-subjects design was used to evaluate the three different 

surrogate types (Text, Image Preview, and Text + Image Preview) in terms of time, 

�correctness� of relevance judgments, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and 

other affective responses.   

This research study was conducted remotely, via the Internet, over broadband 

Internet connections. Twenty-eight participants completed a set of online questionnaires 

(pre-session, post-system for each surrogate type, and post-session) and study trials 

featuring images and metadata from a commercial image database site 

(http://www.webshots.com). Study trials consisted of interacting with result sets for 

content and concept-based search scenarios. The type of surrogate used within a given 

result set varied between subjects. All subjects interacted with all three types of 

surrogates during the course of this study. 

Each participant interacted with a training search scenario result set and four study 

search scenario result sets for each surrogate type. Scenarios were organized in three 

equivalent blocks. Each block consisted of: 

♦  one high specificity, close-ended training scenario, 

♦  one high specificity, open-ended study scenario, 

♦  one high specificity, close-ended study scenario, 

♦  one low specificity, open-ended study scenario, 

♦  one low specificity, close-ended study scenario, and 

♦  a post-system questionnaire. 
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All blocks and scenarios were encountered in the same order, but the type of surrogate 

participants interacted with during that block was counterbalanced among participants. 

Ordering of scenario types within blocks was also counterbalanced:  high and low 

specificity scenarios were alternated throughout. All blocks began with a high specificity 

training scenario, then alternated high specificity, low specificity, high specificity, low 

specificity. The combination of high or low specificity with close-ended or open-ended 

searches varied over blocks as shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Counterbalancing/order of scenarios within block 
 Training 

Scenario 
First  
Scenario 

Second 
Scenario 

Third  
Scenario 

Fourth  
Scenario 

Block 1 
ordering 

Close-ended, 
high specificity 

Open-ended, 
high specificity 

Close-ended, 
low specificity 

Close-ended, 
high specificity 

Open-ended, 
low specificity 

Block 2 
ordering 

Close-ended, 
high specificity 

Close-ended, 
high specificity 

Close-ended, 
low specificity 

Open-ended, 
high specificity 

Open-ended, 
low specificity 

Block 3 
ordering 

Close-ended, 
high specificity 

Close-ended, 
high specificity 

Open-ended, 
low specificity 

Open-ended, 
high specificity 

Close-ended, 
low specificity 

 

The order in which participants encountered surrogate types was also counterbalanced: 

participants were assigned to one of six groups, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Counterbalancing of surrogate types 
 Surrogate Type for Block 1 Surrogate Type for Block 2 Surrogate Type for Block 3 

Group 1 Text Image Preview Text + Image Preview 

Group 2 Text Text + Image Preview Image Preview 

Group 3 Image Preview Text Text + Image Preview 

Group 4 Image Preview Text + Image Preview Text 

Group 5 Text + Image Preview Text Image Preview 

Group 6 Text + Image Preview Image Preview Text 

Note: For a detailed breakdown of surrogate orderings by participant, see Appendix E 
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4.2.1 Search Scenarios and Result Sets 

This study used 15 search scenarios; three as training scenarios, and 12 as study 

scenarios. Each block of scenarios includes two open-ended scenarios (with a target of 

more than one matching result) and two close-ended scenarios (with a target of one 

matching result). Scenarios targeted specific literal or conceptual content, following 

Borlund�s (2003) suggestion that researchers assign simulated search task situations to 

increase study validity. An example of an open-ended search scenario would be the 

Forest Path search scenario: �You are designing some flyers for a weekend hiking trip 

and need a picture of a forest with a path running through it. After selecting a category 

called �Forests�  you see listings for a number of results featuring forests. Pick a few 

pictures of a forest with a path running through it to review later for use in your flyers.� 

While this search scenario asks the participant to �Pick a few pictures� a close-ended 

scenario would ask the participant to �pick a picture� or �pick the best picture.�   

Since many image archives are organized according to subject category, 

granularity of categories becomes a factor when browsing result sets. To accommodate 

this, one scenario of each type (open-ended or close-ended) addressed a result set at a 

higher level of specificity in the subject-category hierarchy (e.g,. Animals>Bears), and 

one addressed a result set at a lower level of specificity (e.g., Animals) in order to 

examine effects of variance in level of homogeneity in result sets. The Forest Path 

scenario above is a high-specificity search, due to the granularity of the category 

(Forests). For a complete list of scenarios and their descriptions, see Appendix D. 

Search scenarios were presented to participants at the top of each result set page, 

followed by directions for performing relevance judgment tasks for that result set page. 
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Training scenarios were marked with �Training scenario� at the top of the screen. Result 

sets were homogenous in level of specificity, all items belonging to the same category of 

things. Each result set contained a constant number of potential targets (one scrollable 

page of 15 items) and presented listings in the same order for each surrogate type. 

Additionally, each result set had a constant number of �correct� listings to choose from, 

regardless of whether the scenario asked the participant to look for one or multiple 

targets: training sets had five possible �correct� listings to choose from, and each study 

result set had six possible �correct� listings. The position of �correct� or relevant items in 

each scenario result set was randomized and was not duplicated across scenarios. Each 

scenario set featured three �correct� listings in the first 5 items (listings 1-5), two 

�correct� items in the second 5 items (listings 6-10), and one �correct� item in the last 5 

items (listings 11-15).  

4.2.2 The Images and their Representations 

Images and associated metadata used in the study were obtained from a popular 

commercial image database site, http://www.webshots.com, a pool of approximately six 

million items. In a few cases, pictures were located through other search engines and 

paired with matching metadata from http://www.webshots.com to promote clear 

relevance judgments. Category information was standardized for search scenarios that 

specified a category within the search scenario text. Captions were limited to the 

specified field length.  

The specific sample of images used in the study was selected based on category or 

search results returned for keywords used in the study search scenarios (e.g., cactus). Of 

these results, 15 listings were selected for inclusion in each scenario�s result set. Both 
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relevant and non-relevant listings were collected for use in the study. The relevance of a 

listing was determined by whether the image preview and text metadata featured criteria 

matching the search scenario goals. Non-relevant listings did not feature the relevant 

information in either metadata or image preview. For example, when choosing listings for 

a scenario that specified the Washington Monument as a target, a relevant listing�s image 

needed to have an identifiable image of the Washington Monument in it, and the text 

�Washington Monument� somewhere in the text element of the listing. In non-relevant 

listings, the Washington Monument would be absent from the image and �Washington 

Monument� would not appear in the text element of the listing.  

Three types of image surrogates were used in this study: Text, Image Preview, 

and Text + Image preview. The Text surrogate may have contained: author, copyright 

owner, copyright date, location (optional), title (optional, up to 50 characters), caption 

(optional, up to 50 characters), location in subject-category hierarchy, as entered in a 

commercial image database site, and resolution. Image Preview surrogates included a 

thumbnail image with associated filename (e.g., img099.jpg) of at least 1.92 effective 

pixel resolution (matching the current baseline for Web pictures in digital camera 

technology). Dimensions of image previews were either 110 x 82 pixels (horizontal 

orientation) or 75 x 100 pixels (vertical orientation), as in the http://www.webshots.com 

database site. The combination, or Text + Image Preview, surrogate consisted of both text 

data (as for text surrogate), and visual data (as for image preview surrogate). An example 

of each type of surrogate is shown in Figure 1. The result sets were all laid out the same 

way, in a grid with five rows and three columns of surrogates. 
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Figure 1: Examples of each type of surrogate 

Text + Image Preview Image Preview Text 

 

4.2.3 Relevance Judgments 

Participants were asked to make relevance judgments as part of their interaction 

with the result set (see Appendix H). They were asked to, �Select whether an item is 

Relevant or Possibly Relevant to the scenario below,� and asked to, �Skip over the item if 

it isn�t relevant to the scenario.� They used the interface shown in Figure 2 to mark their 

relevance judgments. 

 Figure 2. Interface used for making relevance judgments 

 
 

4.3 Study Procedures 

As mentioned earlier, each participant completed the study procedures remotely 

via high-speed Internet connections. Information was gathered and displayed through 

PHP pages and stored in a MySQL database.   

Each participant was given a userid and information for accessing the website. 

When the participant first accessed the study website, s/he was given an overview of the 
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project and its rationale and the study procedures were explained. The participant was 

provided with an online consent form (Appendix F). After giving informed consent via a 

webpage and having the opportunity to view more detailed information prior to consent 

(Appendix G), each person provided information to enable remuneration, and then 

participated in an individual evaluation session via interaction with webpages consisting 

of: a pre-session questionnaire (Appendix A), a training trial for the first surrogate type, 

four study trials on that system, an evaluation of that surrogate type (Appendix B), a 

training trial for the second surrogate type, four study trials on that system, an evaluation 

of that surrogate type, a training trial for the third surrogate type, four study trials on that 

system, an evaluation of that surrogate type, and a post-session questionnaire (Appendix 

C). Between each section (approximately every two pages) the participant was advised to 

pause at that time, or continue. Participants were asked not to backtrack or select the 

Back button for the duration of the study.  

The pre-session questionnaire (Appendix A) collected information on general 

participant characteristics (age, sex), experience with computers and searching (years of 

experience with online searching; frequency with which they use a computer; frequency 

with which they conduct a search on any system; and experience with particular systems 

or interfaces: point-and-click interfaces, searching on computerized library catalogs 

locally or remotely, searching on CD ROM systems, searching on commercial online 

systems, searching on World Wide Web search services, and searching on other systems); 

information about image use and searches (frequency with which they take or view 

pictures; frequency with which they search for images; where they go to search for 

images: online, newspaper or magazine, image archives or collections, or other; how they 
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search for images: by title, by author, by topic, by preview/thumbnail, or other; and for 

what purposes they usually search for images)..   

After completing the pre-session questionnaire, participants went on to the first of 

three equivalent (not identical) blocks of scenarios. Each block began with a training 

scenario. The training trial was intended to acquaint the participants with study 

procedures and the type of surrogate used in each result listing for that trial (Text, Image 

Preview, Text + Image Preview) and data-entry interfaces they would interact with 

throughout the study. In each training trial (three per participant), the participant viewed 

one search scenario and accompanying result set featuring the surrogate type (Text, 

Image Preview, Text + Image Preview) used in the four subsequent study trials.  

Study trials and training trials asked the participant to make relevance judgments 

about result set items. In the first page of result sets, participants looked at each page of 

non-hyperlinked results and rated items they deemed relevant or possibly relevant to the 

search scenario, selecting �Possibly relevant� or �Relevant� or leaving the rating level 

unselected (designating it �Not relevant�).  

After completing a study trial for a particular surrogate type, the participant 

answered a questionnaire about the surrogate type. This post-session questionnaire asked 

participants to indicate their level of agreement with six statements, three to determine 

perceived ease of use, and three to determine perceived usefulness. Statements to 

determine perceived ease of use included: �I found this listing type to be flexible to 

interact with�; �I found this listing type easy to use�; and My interaction with this type of 

listing was clear and understandable.� Statements to determine perceived usefulness 

included: �Using this listing type enables me to find images more quickly�; �This listing 
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type makes it easier to find images�; and �Using this listing type enhances my 

effectiveness in finding images.�  Participants rated their agreement with these statements 

on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is Strongly Agree, and 5 is Strongly Disagree. Statements 

used in this questionnaire were adapted from those used in Davis� (1989) study of 

technology acceptance. Since perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use affect 

system adoption, these measurements were important to consider in this study. The 

questionnaire concluded by asking what participants liked most and least about this 

surrogate type. After completing the questionnaire, the participant went on to the next 

study trials. 

After completing the study trial and evaluation of the third surrogate type, the 

participant completed a final questionnaire comparing all surrogate types within the 

context of this study (Appendix C). This questionnaire asked for direct comparisons of 

the study tasks to their typical searching tasks and of how different they found the 

systems from one another, and then asked which of the three listing types they found 

easier to use, liked the best overall, and liked the least overall. This questionnaire also 

asked open-ended questions of participants, including: �The search results were displayed 

with both text and images. Which aspect of the display was most useful to you, and 

why?� as well as what they liked and disliked about each of the listing types. It concluded 

by asking for any additional comments. 

Immediately after the session, the participant was contacted about obtaining the 

incentive and asked to fill out a receipt online by returning to the login page and entering 

their userid. Each participant chose whether or not to be remunerated for the study ($5) 

and whether to enter the drawing for a $20 Amazon gift certificate. 
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4.4 Data 

4.4.1 Data Collected 

During the study, information was collected about participant interaction with 

result sets, both from PHP and HTML functions and from questionnaires. Unobtrusive 

information collection included time for each user per page linked with the page-

identifying information and surrogate type information  (can be extrapolated to per 

scenario), participant�s study start and end times, relevance judgments for result set 

listings (marking of listing as Relevant, Possibly Relevant or Non-relevant), markers for 

completion of scenario pages, for consent, and for completion of the study.  Userids and 

group assignments were used as references for page navigation and routing through 

surrogate types, but were only collected during the login process.  

Before beginning the study scenarios, consent or non-consent information was 

gathered for users, as were requests for remuneration, drawing entry, study result 

information, contact information and additional comments regarding payment. This 

information was stored in the MySQL database. The participant was then forwarded to a 

pre-session questionnaire (Appendix A), then on to the scenarios and their accompanying 

result sets. After entering relevance judgment selections for a training search scenario and 

four study scenarios, participants were asked to fill out a post-system questionnaire 

(Appendix B) addressing their experience with that surrogate type. After completing all 

search scenarios and post-system questionnaires, the participant was asked to complete a 

post-session questionnaire (Appendix C).  All questionnaire responses were captured and 

stored in the MySQL database. 
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4.4.2 Data Analysis 

Quantitative data analysis considered participant characteristics, speed of 

completion, �correctness� of relevance judgments, perceived ease of use, perceived 

usefulness, and individual preferences for particular surrogate types. Qualitative data 

analysis considered answers to open-ended questions on the questionnaires.  

Data from the pre-session questionnaire was examined as means (age, years of 

experience in online searching) and frequencies (all other information). Additional 

analysis was conducted to determine whether differences existed between the participant 

groups, including:  one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with descriptive statistics, 

using group (order in which encountered surrogate types) as an independent variable and 

age and computer experience as dependent variables. A crosstabulation analysis with 

group as the independent variable was run against each additional questionnaire value, 

yielding Fisher�s Exact Test values and significances for other pre-session values. 

The time it took for participants to judge the relevance of the result sets 

(Appendix H) was analyzed in a one-way ANOVA with descriptive statistics, using 

surrogate type as the independent variable and the time to complete the relevance 

judgments as the dependent variable. Post hoc analysis included least square difference 

(LSD) analysis. 

�Correctness� of relevance judgments was determined by a scoring algorithm. 

The scoring algorithm compared the perceived relevance judgment entered for listings in 

scenario to the actual relevance value (determined during the researcher�s initial selection 

for the result set list � either Relevant or Non-relevant). Scores for listings within a 

scenario were totaled, and that total scenario score was used in data analysis. Scoring for 
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each listing was determined as follows, with a higher number score indicating a greater 

degree of correctness than a lower number score, as shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Basis of scoring of relevance judgments 
 
Actual 
Relevance 

Perceived Relevance 
(Judgment of Participant) 

Score 
assigned 

Relevant Relevant 2 
Relevant Possibly Relevant 1 
Relevant Non-relevant 0 
Non-relevant Non-relevant 2 
Non-relevant Possibly Relevant 0 
Non-relevant Relevant 0 
 

This scoring algorithm is biased in favor of a participant reaching a Relevant 

result listing, and recognizing a Relevant item as possessing some level of relevance and 

a Non-relevant item as possessing no relevance�in other words, making a �correct� 

assessment of an item�s relevance. This algorithm did penalize participants for marking 

Non-relevant items as Possibly Relevant, since these were initially evaluated as 

possessing no relevance. 

The correctness scores were examined using a one-way ANOVA with descriptive 

statistics, with surrogate type as the independent variable and a participant�s total score 

(for a scenario) as the dependent variable, accompanied by a post hoc LSD analysis.  

In analysis of perceived ease of use, responses to the three ease of use items in 

post-system questionnaires were averaged and then examined in a one-way ANOVA with 

descriptive statistics and post hoc LSD test, with surrogate type as the independent 

variable, and the ease of use score as the dependent variable.  

Analysis of perceived usefulness was accomplished the same way, instead 

averaging the three usefulness items to form the dependent variable, using surrogate type 
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as the independent variable, and examining one-way ANOVA, descriptive statistics, and 

post hoc LSD results. 

Post-session questionnaire responses were analyzed in terms of frequencies of 

each level of similarity of tasks, difference of systems, and which listing type participants 

found easier to use, liked the best overall, and liked the least overall as dependent 

variables. 

5. Results 

5.1 Characteristics of the participants 

The study participants included 15 women and 13 men. Their average age was 

36.7 years (s.d.=14.47) and ranged from 21 to 62. All participants use a computer daily, 

and 27 have a great deal of experience in using a point-and-click interface (e.g., 

Macintosh OS, Microsoft Windows); one participant has slightly less experience.  The 

participants averaged 10.5 years of experience in online searching (s.d.=2.31). They are 

frequent searchers. Twenty-four of the 28 participants conduct a search daily (3 weekly, 1 

occasionally). 

The participants varied in their familiarity with types of search systems (World 

Wide Web search services, computerized library catalogs, CD ROM systems, 

commercial online systems, and other systems; see Table 4). Participants are most 

familiar with World Wide Web search services, and 26 participants are also familiar with 

searching computerized library catalogs. Participants were less familiar with searching 

CD ROM systems, and were least familiar with commercial online systems. Some 

participants have experience with other general and specialized search systems, such as 

Google, Facebook, Wikipedia, commercial book catalogs, Intranet systems, Prophet 
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(audio search system), and PIDI database, but 18 did not mention using an additional 

search system, and four did not specify the additional system used. 

Table 4. Comparison of participant search system familiarity in pre-session questionnaire 
(number of participants giving each response) 
 
How much experience have you had� 

     No              Some           A great deal 
experience     experience    of experience 

searching on computerized library catalogs either 
locally (e.g., your library) or remotely (e.g., 
Library of Congress) 

1 1 9 7 10 

searching on CD ROM systems (e.g., Encarta, 
Grolier, Infotrac) 

4 6 13 3 2 

searching on commercial online systems (e.g., 
BRS Afterdark, Dialog, Lexis-Nexis) 

1 10 9 2 6 

searching on world wide web search services 
(e.g., Alta Vista, Excite, Yahoo, HotBot, 
WebCrawler) 

0 0 1 5 22 

searching on other systems 
 

4 0 1 1 4 

Note: 18 participants did not specify that they searched on other systems. 
 

All participants take or view pictures, but with varying frequency. Twenty-three 

take or view pictures on at least a monthly basis (nine monthly, eight weekly, five daily), 

and five do so occasionally. All participants but one actively search for images each 

month. Twenty-one search for images on an occasional or monthly basis (nine 

occasional, 12 monthly) and six search for images more frequently (four weekly, two 

daily). When they search for images, twenty-seven participants search online. Five also 

search in newspapers or magazines, five search in image archives or collections as well, 

and one searches in books. Twenty-four of 28 participants usually search for images by 

topic, and three search by title. One of those who search by title also searches by author, 

as do two other participants. One participant also searches by album. 

Participants seek out images for particular needs. Their searches are targeted to 

fill informational, entertainment, and product-oriented requirements for personal, school, 
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and work equities. Informational uses fall into a broad range, from finding out initial 

information (personal information or backgrounds, seeing what people or things�such as 

wildlife, buildings� look like, seeing referred pictures, maps, or diagrams, and product 

searches) to adding to information the seeker already possesses (clarifying information in 

a news article, adding to information about a subject or person, and understanding other 

people�s interpretations of words�such as seeing what art pieces they might index with 

the term �yellow� on DeviantArt).  

Participants entertain themselves in the course of image searches, finding images 

of friends or reunions, and looking at images they find �cute� or otherwise interesting. 

They add to the aesthetic qualities of their computer environment by using images they 

find as screen backgrounds or wallpaper, and as icons. They use images for personal 

communications and as information included in greetings to others.  

Found images are used in the product lifecycle, both to inform the design concept 

and when assembling product content, as supplemental material. These products 

(coursework or essays, writing projects, educational material and lectures, artwork, 

illustrations, and presentations) often communicate information to others. Seven of 28 

participants used images in presentation products (briefings, course lectures), and four 

used images in work-related publications, such as website biographies, letters to donors, 

and business proposals. 

While participants were randomly assigned to groups (each group being exposed 

to the three representation types in a different order), an analysis was conducted to 

confirm that there were no differences in background characteristics between the three 

groups. Analysis of variance results for age and years of computer experience and 
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Fisher�s exact test for the remaining variables indicated no statistically significant 

differences between the groups (p ranged from 0.060 to 1.000). 

5.2 User performance 

As described above, the time and scoring data reported in Table 5 were calculated 

across all 28 participants. The mean score and time is the average score and time 

achieved by each person on all the relevance judgments they performed. 

 
Table 5. Summary of performance, by system 

 Score  Time 
(in seconds) 

 

 Mean s.d.  Mean s.d.  
Text  23.04 5.774  91 228  
Image Preview 27.69 3.506  49 25  
Text + Image Preview 27.69 3.517  53 23  
Note: These data do not include data from the Training sets (Scenarios 1, 2, and 3). 
 

5.2.1 Score 

The �correctness� of the participants� relevance judgments was scored for each 

item in each results list, then summed across the items in each results list. The 

individual�s scores were then averaged across all scenarios viewed in each of the three 

systems. The differences in score across systems were statistically significant (F= 41.350, 

p= 0.0000). Post Hoc Analysis indicated that both Image Preview and Text + Image 

Preview systems supported better relevance judgments Text system. 

5.2.2 Time 

The assessment of time it took each participant to review a results list and make 

relevance judgments was averaged across all the scenarios viewed in each of the three 

systems. The differences in time used to make relevance judgments across systems were 
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statistically significant (F=3.346, p=0.0360). Post Hoc Analysis indicated participants 

took less time to perform judgments in the Image Preview system and the Text + Image 

Preview System than in the Text system. 

5.3 User perceptions 

Two measures of user perceptions were taken in relation to the three systems: 

perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. After completing the four assigned 

scenarios (plus one training scenario) for each system, each participant completed the 

measures of usefulness (3 items) and ease of use (3 items). The results of these measures 

are shown in Table 6. 

 
Table 6. User perceptions, based on post-system measures 

 Perceived Ease of Use  Perceived Usefulness  
 Mean s.d.  Mean s.d.  

Text  3.2 1.287  3.8 1.427  
Image Preview 1.9 0.924  2.0 0.964  
Text + Image Preview 1.7 1.079  1.9 1.102  
Note: Lower scores indicate more positive attitudes. 
 

Differences in perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness were both 

statistically significant (ease of use: F=15.361 p=0.00; usefulness: F=24.141, p=0.00). 

Post hoc analysis of perceived ease of use indicated that the Text + Image Preview and 

the Image Preview systems were viewed as easier to use than the Text system (p=0.00). 

Post hoc analysis of perceived usefulness indicated that participants perceived both Text 

+ Image Preview and Image Preview systems as more useful than the Text system 

(p=0.00). 

After working with all three systems, the participants were asked questions about 

the search tasks and systems, and were asked to make direct comparisons of the three 
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systems; their responses are shown in Table 7 and Table 8. Most participants viewed 

systems as different from one another. The Text + Image Preview system was viewed as 

easier to use and liked the best overall.  The Text system was liked least overall. 

Table 7. Comparison of search tasks and systems in post-session questionnaire (number 
of participants giving each response) 
 Not at all Somewhat Completely No 

response 
To what extent did you find 
these tasks similar to other 
searching tasks that you 
typically perform? 

3 18 6 1 

How different did you find the 
systems from one another? 

2 19 6 1 

 

Table 8. Comparison of systems in post-session questionnaire (number of participants 
giving each response) 
 Text Image 

Preview 
Text + Image 

Preview 
No 

difference 
Easier to use 0 10 16 2 
Liked the best overall 0 5 23 0 
Liked the least overall 27 1 0 0 

 

6. Discussion 

The primary goal of the current study was to determine possible improvements to 

the results-browsing stage of the retrieval process, investigating user interaction, 

performance, and satisfaction with different types of image surrogates in the context of 

result sets. The study focused on result sets of search tasks that targeted images with 

specific conceptual and literal content. Result sets were represented in a familiar World 

Wide Web-style interface. Twenty-eight participants completed relevance judgment tasks 

for 15 search scenarios: a training scenario and four study scenarios for each type of 

surrogate. The surrogate types were: a Text surrogate, which contained author, copyright 

owner, copyright date, location (optional), title (optional, up to 50 characters), caption 
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(optional, up to 50 characters), location in subject-category hierarchy, as entered in a 

commercial image database site, and resolution; an Image Preview surrogate, which 

contained a thumbnail image with associated filename (e.g., img099.jpg) of at least 1.92 

effective pixel resolution; and a Text + Image Preview system which consisted of both 

Text and Image Preview system data. Participants made relevance judgments by marking 

a listing as Possibly Relevant, Relevant or Not Relevant (i.e., by not selecting it as 

Possibly Relevant or Relevant).  

The overall finding of this study is that both Image Preview and Text + Image 

Preview systems were superior to the Text system for all measurements of performance 

(speed and score) and user perceptions (ease of use, usefulness). In addition to 

measurable superiority, examination of affective response, or user preferences (�liking�), 

of systems ranked the Text system as least �liked� of the three systems. This finding is in 

accordance with Davis� (1989) technology acceptance model, where perceived usefulness 

and ease of use are posited as valid predictors of system acceptance and use. 

Additionally, answers to the post-session questionnaire indicated that users prefer the 

Text + Image Preview surrogate over the Image Preview surrogate, as more people liked 

it best overall and more people considered it easier to use. In consideration that scoring 

and time differences between Text + Image Preview systems and Image Preview were 

negligible this preference is notable. 

A difference emerged between surrogate types in time and scoring: both the 

Image Preview and Text + Image surrogates consistently outperformed the Text surrogate 

on these measures. From these results, we can infer the advantages of adding an image 

preview element to the surrogate. Participants noted in questionnaires that the image 
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preview allowed them to assess the relevance listing without or before reading text 

elements, and to quickly discard non-relevant listings from consideration. Thus, the 

overall speed and �correctness� of relevance judgments improved from the availability of 

the image preview. Multiple participants reiterated, �A picture is worth a thousand 

words,� and that the picture conveyed selection criteria with greater immediacy and less 

thinking required for relevance judgments. They stated that seeing only text information 

did not provide enough information to make relevance judgments for images and make 

comparisons between candidates. With images, they could see what they were getting, 

noting that words �can�t convey images very accurately sometimes� and �it�s difficult if 

not impossible to compare things as subjective as pictures through text alone.� As 

experienced online searchers, participants have likely come to expect the inclusion of 

image previews in image search result sets (such as with Google Images searches), and 

that expectation may contribute to these findings. However, their explanations of how 

they used the image preview and how its presence affected their relevance judgments 

support the conclusion that this finding reflects more than habituation. 

User perceptions of the usefulness and ease of use of a system affect their 

acceptance and use of a system (Davis, 1989). Perceived usefulness, particularly, is 

considered a consistent and valid predictor of system adoption (Ma & Liu, 2004). Study 

participants perceived the Text + Image Preview system and the Image Preview system 

as more useful and easier to use than the Text system. This perception held true 

throughout the study: in post-system questionnaires assessing ease of use and usefulness, 

and in a post-session questionnaire, where participants reported that the Text + Image 

Preview system was the easiest to use and most useful, followed by the Image Preview 
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system, and then the Text system. This preference was also reflected in their affective 

responses during direct comparison of systems, as more participants selected the Text + 

Image Preview system as the one they liked best, followed by the Image Preview system. 

None liked the Text system best.  

Open-ended comments on both the final and post-system questionnaires offer 

some insight into how participants formulated their assessments of system usefulness and 

affective judgments. Many participants thought the presence of an image preview 

element within the surrogate was essential to relevance judgments, and were pleased 

when it appeared in a surrogate system and displeased when it was absent. For them, 

looking at the image preview enabled quick inclusion or exclusion judgments. They also 

noted that the addition of text elements assisted in sorting and discrimination, especially 

if one wasn�t sure what one was looking at, one needed to clarify context or content, or 

one needed information not embedded in the image (such as resolution, author, and 

copyright).  They noted that, on the first look, they determined likely candidates from the 

image previews, and then used the text to further discriminate and sort � eliminating 

candidates and confirming or comparing content and other information pertinent to final 

selection decisions. When an image element was not available, participants did note that 

using the text element helped with elimination and comparison�but not as well as the 

image element. Inclusion of the elements in both Text and Image Preview surrogates 

added contextual and content information that made a difference to user perceptions�

they commented that seeing the content, form, and color of an image (image preview) 

and the context and associated details (text) was the most helpful combination of access 

points. These comments are very consistent with the data from a recent eye-tracking 
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study (Hughes et al., 2003) that examined use of both textual and image surrogates; the 

eye-tracking data confirm that people use the images to make initial judgments and 

confirm those judgments by consulting the textual data. Considering that participants 

viewed the Text system as the least useful, least easy to use and least liked, but the 

combination of Text + Image Preview as the most useful and easy to use and liked, we 

can conclude that, while the image preview part of a surrogate is a key element, the 

addition of some information absent in images and present in text descriptions adds to 

ease of use and usefulness of a system and, thus, its likely adoption. 

Users expressed several other preferences in the post-system and post-session 

questionnaire, for both surrogate access points and user-interface design features. What 

access points the surrogate should include and what constraints or considerations should 

affect access point values were addressed in open-ended comments.  

What to include in or exclude from image surrogates varied across users, but all 

agreed that the image preview element was essential. Size of images was a factor, not 

particularly in terms of screen space, but in how well the thumbnail expressed clarity and 

detail of content�aspects which can vary across images during the thumbnail-generation 

process, for instance, in a focused close-up versus a landscape. The addition of Zoom 

functionality or linkage to a larger image that does not require abandoning the current 

screen is a possible solution to this concern. 

For some users, resolution (a measure of quality), source (website), and copyright 

information were important and served as exclusion criteria. For instance, when asked to 

choose the best picture or when considering its use (e.g., in a publication), they would 

factor in resolution and copyright when making their choices and eliminate candidates 
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based on that access point value.  Participants also commented that the inclusion of a title 

for the image helped in selection, as did the category (e.g., Top Downloads > Animals). 

Descriptions were viewed as helpful in some cases, but not always useful, substantive, 

objective, or accurate. Users preferred shorter descriptions (such as titles) that reflected 

content of images, and commented that the quality and trustworthiness of descriptions 

varied both in this study and on the Internet as a whole. They considered non-descriptive 

image filenames visual clutter, and extended that assessment to parts of the text surrogate 

that did not address their needs, considering the excess information distracting. A 

possible approach for enabling inclusion of helpful access points and exclusion of 

�distracting� additional information is a search interface that allows either individual 

access point selection for inclusion or exclusion or selection of a surrogate profile, each 

profile specifying a set of commonly selected access points. Thus, it is recommended that 

image retrieval system designers should include textual metadata, but should focus the 

content of descriptive elements on substantive and objective commentary about image 

content. Additionally, they should limit the length of in-depth descriptions.  

Participants additionally expressed preferences for user interface design features. 

They commented that it would be useful at the initial result set return to see results 

presented in logical groupings, where listings sharing similarities would be arranged in 

proximity to one another. Users also expressed a preference for uniformity of 

presentation and clear organization of result listings within result sets.  

Participants further mentioned they would prefer not to have to scroll up and 

down pages, to have a scrollable page of listings on one page with a Next button linking 

to additional pages of listings if necessary. This preference may require design tradeoffs 
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with surrogate elements, linkages to enhanced views (Zoom, pop-up windows, or rollover 

functionality for additional text or image detail), or tabbed groupings of result sets by 

similarity or category to enable convenient comparisons without requiring excessive 

scrolling or screen navigation. 

Finally, participants related a desire for the ability to rearrange or group result sets 

by user action, for instance, to place Relevant and Possibly Relevant listings together for 

further comparisons, eliminating listings judged to be non-relevant.  

As with any empirical study, the methods used in this study had weaknesses.  In 

particular, the scoring method used in this study likely had an effect on performance 

measurements, and a different scoring algorithm may have returned somewhat different 

findings. This scoring algorithm was weighted in favor of finding a Relevant result, and 

penalized participants for selecting non-relevant results as Relevant or Possibly Relevant. 

While this scoring algorithm was developed to mimic the penalties associated with 

making incorrect relevance judgments in realistic image retrieval situations, other 

researchers may have chosen a different tactic. 

7. Conclusion 

User interaction with a result set is a pivotal stage of the search process. The 

information users receive in this step influences not only their satisfaction with the 

system but how effectively they achieve their search goals. Providing information in such 

a way that it assists a user�s ability to review results and make relevance judgments 

quickly and accurately is a prime opportunity to optimize the search experience. Because 

images are costly (in terms of time and screen space) to display in the result set, and do 

not always provide all the information a user needs to make a relevance judgment for a 
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search scenario, optimizing surrogates and the access points they provide would make 

result browsing more effective and satisfying for users. The type of surrogate used in 

search scenario result sets was manipulated in the current study to investigate their effects 

on user performance and perceptions. Study results indicated that the Image Preview and 

Text + Image Preview surrogates outperformed the Text surrogate on all measures: of 

time, relevance judgment scoring, and perceived ease of use and usefulness. Results also 

showed that, while relevance judgment scoring was identical between Image Preview and 

Text + Image Preview surrogates, answers to the post-session questionnaire indicate that 

users prefer the Text + Image Preview surrogate, as more people liked it best overall and 

more people considered it easier to use. 

Future studies should focus on three things: surrogate composition and 

presentation, optimization of surrogates for specific search scenario types, and 

contextualization or grouping of surrogates. Studying surrogate composition and 

presentation would assist in determining high and low thresholds of indexing 

requirements, and isolating the most effective spatial representation of surrogates and 

their composite access points for information extraction. Determining optimal surrogates 

for specific search scenario types (high or low specificity, open-ended or close-ended, 

specific prospective uses of items sought) would enable users to specify their search type 

and ensure that necessary access points were included and superfluous access points were 

omitted from surrogates, speeding processing time. Examining the effect of grouping 

results according to either commonalities of access points or contextual pointers (i.e., 

results from each source category are grouped together) could enable user selection of 
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access point weighting and use of spatial arrangement to enhance relevance decision-

making. 
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Appendix B : Post-System Questionnaire 
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Appendix C: Post-session Questionnaire 
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Appendix D: Search Scenarios 

# Order 
appears 
in study 

 Scenario Name Scenario Text Open or 
Closed 
ended 

Granularity 

1 1 Training 
� Block 1 

Washington 
Monument 

You are developing a 
brochure for an upcoming 
school trip to Washington 
D.C. and need a picture of 
the Washington Monument 
to put on the front. After 
entering a search for 
�Washington Monument� 
you see listings for a number 
of U.S. Monuments. Pick the 
best picture of the 
Washington Monument for 
your brochure. 

close-
ended 

high 
specificity 

2 6 Training 
� Block 2 

Eiffel Tower You are developing a 
brochure for an upcoming 
school trip to Paris. and need 
a picture of the Eiffel Tower 
to put on the front. After 
entering a search for �Eiffel 
Tower� you see listings for a 
number of French 
Monuments. Pick the best 
picture of the Eiffel Tower 
for your brochure. 

close-
ended 

high 
specificity 

3 11 Training 
� Block 3 

Sphynx and 
Pyramid 

You are developing a 
brochure for an upcoming 
school trip to Egypt, and 
need a picture of a pyramid 
and the Sphinx, to put on the 
front. After entering a search 
for �pyramid� you see 
listings for a number of 
pyramid monuments across 
the globe. Pick the best 
picture of the Sphinx and 
pyramid for your brochure. 

close-
ended 

high 
specificity 

4 9 Study � 
Block 2 

Cactus Sunset You are designing some 
flyers for a weekend dude 
ranch in Arizona and need a 
picture of something 
Southwestern at sunset, like 
a cactus. After entering a 
search for �Cactus� you see 
listings for a number of 
results featuring cacti. Pick a 
few pictures of a cactus at 
sunset to review later for use 
in your flyers. 

open-
ended 

high 
specificity 

5 2 Study � 
Block 1 

Forest Path You are designing some 
flyers for a weekend hiking 

open-
ended 

high 
specificity 
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# Order 
appears 
in study 

 Scenario Name Scenario Text Open or 
Closed 
ended 

Granularity 

trip and need a picture of a 
forest with a path running 
through it. After selecting a  
category called �Forests�  
you see listings for a number 
of results featuring forests. 
Pick a few pictures of a 
forest with a path running 
through it to review later for 
use in your flyers. 

6 14 Study � 
Block 3 

Ocean at Dusk You are designing some 
flyers for a trip to the beach 
over Valentine's Day 
weekend and need a picture 
of the ocean at dusk to set a 
romantic mood. After 
selecting a category called 
�Oceans� you see listings 
for a number of results 
featuring oceans. Pick a few 
pictures of the ocean when 
night is falling to review 
later for use in your flyers. 

open-
ended 

high 
specificity 

7 7 Study � 
Block 2 

Group of 
Horses 

You are looking for a picture 
to use as a screensaver, and 
decide that you want to use 
an image of a group of 
horses. After entering a 
search for �Horse� you see 
listings for a number of 
results featuring horses. Pick 
the best picture of a group of 
horses for your screensaver. 

close-
ended 

high 
specificity 

8 12 Study � 
Block 3 

Fall Path You are looking for a picture 
to use as a screensaver, and 
decide that you want to use 
an image of the forest in 
autumn with a path running 
through it. After selecting a 
category called �Fall colors� 
you see listings for a number 
of results featuring autumn 
leaves. Pick the best picture 
of an autumn forest with a 
path for your screensaver. 

close-
ended 

high 
specificity 

9 4 Study � 
Block 1 

Mountain Lake You are looking for a picture 
to use as a screensaver, and 
decide that you want to use 
an image of a mountain and 
a lake . After selecting a 
category called �Mountains� 
you see listings for a number 
of results featuring 

close-
ended 

high 
specificity 
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appears 
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 Scenario Name Scenario Text Open or 
Closed 
ended 

Granularity 

mountains. Pick the best 
picture of a mountain with a 
lake for your screensaver. 

10 5 Study � 
Block 1 

Top Download 
Wolf 

You are looking for some 
good-quality pictures of a 
wolf to use in a report on 
environmental issues. You 
decide to look at the �Top 
Downloads� for the 
�Animal� category, since 
those are probably fairly 
good pictures. After 
selecting �Top Downloads�, 
you see listings for a number 
of results featuring animals. 
Pick a few pictures of a wolf 
to review later for use in 
your report. 

open-
ended 

low 
specificity 

11 13 Study � 
Block 3 

Top Download 
Lion 

You are looking for some 
good-quality pictures of a 
lion to use in a report on 
environmental issues. You 
decide to look at the �Top 
Downloads� for the 
�Animal� category, since 
those are probably fairly 
good pictures. After 
selecting �Top Downloads�, 
you see listings for a number 
of results featuring animals. 
Pick a few pictures of a lion 
to review later for use in 
your report. 

open-
ended 

low 
specificity 

12 10 Study � 
Block 2 

Top Download 
Tiger 

You are looking for some 
good-quality pictures of a 
tiger to use in a report on 
environmental issues. You 
decide to look at the �Top 
Downloads� for the 
�Animal� category, since 
those are probably fairly 
good pictures. After 
selecting �Top Downloads�, 
you see listings for a number 
of results featuring animals. 
Pick a few pictures of a tiger 
to review later for use in 
your report. 

open-
ended 

low 
specificity 

13 8 Study � 
Block 2 

Top 
Downloads 
Sailing 

You are looking for some 
good-quality pictures of 
sailing to use on a flyer 
advertising a summer resort. 
You decide to look at the 

close-
ended 

low 
specificity 
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Granularity 

�Top Downloads� for the 
�Sports� category, since 
those are probably fairly 
good pictures. After 
selecting �Top Downloads�, 
you see listings for a number 
of results featuring sports. 
Pick the best picture of 
sailing to use on your flyer. 

14 3 Study � 
Block 1 

Top 
Downloads 
Surfing 

You are looking for some 
good-quality pictures of 
surfing to use on a flyer 
advertising a summer resort. 
You decide to look at the 
�Top Downloads� for the 
�Sports� category, since 
those are probably fairly 
good pictures. After 
selecting �Top Downloads�, 
you see listings for a number 
of results featuring sports. 
Pick the best picture of 
surfing to use on your flyer. 

close-
ended 

low 
specificity 

15 15 Study � 
Block 3 

Sports Mix 
baseball 

You are looking for some 
good-quality pictures of 
baseball to use on a flyer 
advertising a summer camp. 
After selecting the �Sports 
Mix� category, you see 
listings for a number of 
results featuring sports. Pick 
the best picture featuring 
baseball to use on your flyer. 

close-
ended 

low 
specificity 
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Appendix E: Participants and their surrogate orderings 

Participant 
# 

Surrogate Type �Block 1 
(5, 14, 9, 10) 
(scenarios randomly 
drawn from pool to fit 
specificity and open or 
close-ended criteria) 

Surrogate Type � Block 2 
(7, 13, 4, 12) 
(scenarios randomly 
drawn from pool to fit 
specificity and open or 
close-ended criteria) 

Surrogate Type - Block 3 
(8, 11, 6, 15) 
(scenarios randomly 
drawn from pool to fit 
specificity and open or 
close-ended criteria) 

Note: All blocks alternate high specificity and low specificity as follows: 
High/Low/High/Low. Ordering of close-ended and open-ended scenarios varies per block 
as follows:  Block 1: Open/Closed/Open/Closed; Block 2: Closed/Closed/Open/Open; 
Block 3: Closed/Open/Open/Closed 
1 Text Image Preview Text & Image Preview 
2 Text Text & Image Preview Image Preview 
3 Image Preview Text Text & Image Preview 
4 Image Preview Text & Image Preview Text 
5 Text & Image Preview Text Image Preview 
6 Text & Image Preview Image Preview Text 
7 Text Image Preview Text & Image Preview 
8 Text Text & Image Preview Image Preview 
9 Image Preview Text Text & Image Preview 
10 Image Preview Text & Image Preview Text 
11 Text & Image Preview Text Image Preview 
12 Text & Image Preview Image Preview Text 
13 Text Image Preview Text & Image Preview 
14 Text Text & Image Preview Image Preview 
15 Image Preview Text Text & Image Preview 
16 Image Preview Text & Image Preview Text 
17 Text & Image Preview Text Image Preview 
18 Text & Image Preview Image Preview Text 
19 Text Image Preview Text & Image Preview 
20 Text Text & Image Preview Image Preview 
21 Image Preview Text Text & Image Preview 
22 Image Preview Text & Image Preview Text 
23 Text & Image Preview Text Image Preview 
24 Text & Image Preview Image Preview Text 
25 Text Text & Image Preview Image Preview 
26 Text Text & Image Preview Image Preview 
27 Image Preview Text Text & Image Preview 
28 Text & Image Preview Text Image Preview 
Note: Participants 1-24 were counter-balanced for surrogate ordering. Participants 25-28 
were additional subjects.  
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Appendix F: Consent Form 
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Appendix G: More information 
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Appendix H: Relevance Judgment Interface 

 
 
(continued on next page) 
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